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Abstract: Power system is one of the most dynamic and complex system to manage in the world. Its reliability 

and stability widely depend on competent personnel and availability of modern technologies among other factors 

to run the system effectively. There has been challenges of power outages around the globe which have post 

serious setback to the entire system and nations in the last two decades. Consequently, this paper is aimed at 

reviewing significant blackout around the globe with the focus of considering the classifications and the root 

causes of the incidents.  
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1. Introduction 

The word blackout describes power outage, it means there is no electricity at some part of the power system, the 

root causes could be failure from equipment, human errors, natural events among other, this has over the two 

decades posts serious challenges on the mankind and socioeconomic activities around the globe and heavy 

damages to electrical equipment. Blackout is also power interruption with or without warning, this highly depend 

on the nature and the root cause[1] Stability describes the ability of an electrical power system, to restore to a 

state of equilibrium after subjection to physical disturbances for an initial operating condition for a given initial 

operating condition, it is expected that the entire system remain intact to avoid significant blackout by restoring 

it during and after fault, Disturbance in electrical Power System describes unexpected change or changes in 

sequence of parameters or operating quantities of the system. In situations where the analysis of dynamic power 

system could be linearized for accurate analysis, describes small disturbances. In Large Disturbance, the equations 

that describes the dynamic of the system cannot be linearize for analysis of accurate result. significant blackout 

around the world has drastically occurred especially in the last two decades, these has post serious challenges on 

the economic, social, and political life in nations. The voltage and the frequency of the rotor angle in generating 
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plants are very important and should be properly controlled to avoid blackouts[2]. The ability to maintain high 

stability in the power system is very important, to avoid system collapse. As the power system spread across 

regions, unfortunately precondition, initial and cascaded events that leads to significant failure is inevitable. For 

instant, in Italy – Switzerland, USA – Canada, Sweden, the cities of London and Athens, it is well known that 

systems liberalization can lead to a hike of power exchanges in the system areas, the sudden increasing power 

flows can result to great congestions of the transmission system, and this could lead to sudden system failure[3]. 

As the demand of electrical power increases all over the world, the power system is also getting closer to a state 

of steady stability, at this point the situation can be critical, for this reason the system must be fully equipped to 

be able to withstand the disturbance[4]. Power system, Voltage and frequency instability are some of the causes 

powers black out around the world, it is important that special techniques are put in place to curb the incident, 

this must be a collective effort to be able to overcome the challenges. The organization of this paper give details 

explanations on general causes of blackout, incident classification, and significant blackout around the world[5]. 

The  grids should be  more interconnected with high  technologies, qualify personnel and control devices to 

improve efficiency and to minimize significant blackout[6]. 

1.1 Causes of Blackouts 

To better prevent blackout, it is of utmost importance to know about its possible causes. The causes are majorly 

classified into natural causes and other causes as shown in Table[7][8] 

A. Natural Causes 

The cause of the most catastrophic power outages worldwide has always been natural disasters i.e. Floods, 

earthquakes, heavy storms, hurricanes, lightning strikes and temperature fluctuations etc. these calamities can 

lead to overhead lines collapse, surge generation in wind power stations, power system elements’ damage due to 

atmospheric discharge, mechanical damages in overhead lines, short circuit or overvoltage which all  lead to a 

power outage[7][8][2] 

Table 1. Classification of blackouts[8] 

Classification Example 

1. Natural Causes Floods, earthquakes, heavy storms, hurricanes, 

lightning strikes and temperature fluctuations 

2. Other Causes 

a. Transmission 

failure 

 

 

 

 

b. Generation failure 

 

c. Cyber attack 

 

 

d. Human factor 

 

tripped lines from overloading and congestion, Short-

circuit fault, Protection device failure, AC tie-line 

failure, Tripping of CV transformer, Direct contact 

between lines and buildings 

 

loss of generation, substation failures, surge in voltage 

and frequency. 

Malware, Security breach, Denial of Service, 

Communication failure, Control system failure 

 

Operator error 

 

 

B. Other Causes 

Other causes of blackout are as a result of technical issue or man-made [8] They are further divided into 

transmission and generation failure, terrorism/cyber-attack and human error.  

i. Transmission Failure 

Blackouts due to severe transmission failures are brought on by tripped transmission lines from overloading and 

congestion, inadequate load shedding plans, short circuit faults, faulty protection devices in lines, faulty AC tie-

lines, and direct contact between the lines and buildings. 

ii. Generation Failure 
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Overloading of generators leads to loss of generation, substation failures, surge in voltage and frequency. 

iii. Terrorism/Cyber-Attack 

Emerging cyber concerns, such as cyberattacks of all kinds which includes malware, denial of 

service, data/security breaches services etc., and their subsequent effect on operation and control of 

communication systems in power systems can cause blackouts. 

iv. Human Factor 

Blackouts can also happen as a result of human error, such as system operator error, accidently destroying network 

infrastructure

2. Incident classification  

This report is focused on 26 significant black out that occurred around the world as presented in these sections. 

The report is presented based on define indices that surround the classification and the causes of the incident, the 

classification is based on the preconditions, initial and cascaded events that happened according to the common 

characteristics. 

2.1 Precondition events. 

Stressful system during summer and winter peak could lead to system failure this occurred in US in 2003.Aging 

equipment could also lead to black out as it happened in Russia in 2005, this can lead to system instability. 

Insufficient reactive power reserve lead power failures in Northeast US and Canada in 2003, reactive power is 

related to voltage, poor reactive power can lead to drop in voltage and consequently leads to the collapsing of the 

entire system. In 2004 some important equipment in one of the generating units were out of, this led to the entire 

system collapse. Natural events such as storm, wind, fog fire among other disturbances can also leads to 

significant blackouts[3][9] 

2.2 Initial events. 

Initial events such as hidden failure protection, Short-circuit, system overload, and loss of generator synchronism 

can sometimes be initiating events. These have cause significant blackout around the world in the past 20 years. 

these occurred in Croatia 2003, Northeast United State and Canada 2003, East Denmark and southern Sweden 

2003, Anthens and southern Greece 2004, south Australia 2005.[10] 

2.3 Cascaded events.  

these events can easily be triggered by initial events in the system. It is special and dynamic in nature. The initial 

events can result to power oscillation and cause voltage fluctuations in the system. As the high and low voltages 

are detected it can also be treated as faults. It could possibly lead to line and generator trip to protect themselves 

from damages. Cascaded faults can also be caused by overload, as a particular line trip it can also leads to 

neighboring line overload and trip because the load is always shared, a single line cannot be able to carry the 

load.[16].From the records of the blackout cascaded events can further be split into steady state and high speed 

cascaded progression.in the steady state progression, the event is slow and the system can keep balance in for a 

moment. At this time the major incident is the cascade overload, at this point the worsening situation is at a low 

speed the operator can take advantage the correct the error before it gets out of hand. But for the high speed 

cascaded, the balance in the system is broken. This can easily lead to system collapse because the synchronism 

in the entire system is lost. The diagram below (Fig1) further explain various classification of blackout based on 

this paper[3][2][11] 
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                                                                                                                    precondition                                                                                                                                                           

    Initial event 

                 Steady state progression 

                        Triggering event                                                          Cascaded event                                                                                                                                                            

                    

                   High speed cascaded                                                      Final event 

                                                                                                         Restoration 

Figure 1. Classification of blackout in phases [12][13] 

2.4 Severity classification:  

Another form of classification based on this paper is according to the level of severity, the number of people 

affected differs across the countries of the world, the degree of the blackout is determined considering the number 

of people affected in the regions. Table 2 gives details explanation of the number of people affected around the 

globe in each country Figure 2 give the degree classification of the incidents, degrees ranging from bad, worst, 

severe, more severe, catastrophic, and more catastrophic[14][15]. 

 Table 2. Severity classification[16][3] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Country Date Affected people  

Indonesia                                12 March, 2002 13 million 

USA  14 August, 2003 45 million 

Canada  14 August, 2003 10 million 

Greece  12 July, 2004 2 million 

Indonesia  18 August 2005 100 million 

USA  29 August, 2005 3.9 million                                                   

Russia  25 May, 2005 2 million 

Europe  4 November, 2006 15 million 

Australia                     16 January, 2007 200,000                                            

USA                             13 September, 2008 2 million 

Brazil 10 November, 2009 80 million 
Chile                                       14 March, 2010 15 million 

Mexico                                       8 September, 2011 2 million 

India 30 July, 2012 620 million 

USA                                           29 June, 2012 3.8 million 

Philippines 6 August, 2013 8 million 

Bangladesh           1 November, 2014 150 million 

Ukraine 23 December, 2015 230 million 

Pakistan                         26 January, 2015 140 million 

Kenya 7 June, 2016 10 million 

USA                                 1 March, 2017 21 million 

Sudan                               10 January, 2018 41 million 

Venezuela 7 March, 2019 32 million 

USA                                     12 April, 2020 9.3 million 

Pakistan                  9 January, 2021 200 million 

Bangladesh 4 October 2022 140 million 
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Figure 2. Severity indicator chart [17][2] 

3. History power blackout around world  

Since electricity was invented there have been some massive electrical blackouts around the world. This power 

system blackout occurs because of multiple factors; when blackout of power system occurs, there are always 

grave consequences with negative effects.  Some of the Major Causes of these blackouts includes, tripping of 

transmission lines, overloading, poor or failed control and protection, strike of lightning on power systems 

equipment, frequency decline, bad or poor maintenance, human error,  collapse of voltage, cyber-attacks, among 

others[18]. A lot of losses have been recorded in the recent years especially on October 4, 2022, in Bangladesh 

where 140million people were affected and the event lasted for seven hours. The significant blackout cut across 

North America, south America Europe, Asia, Africa among others; these events are all due to system 

failure[2][19]. The blackout further classified into: 

 Transient blackout: This is loss of power typically due fault on a power line. The power 

automatically restored once the fault is cleared. 

 Total blackout: this is a total loss of power to an area and is the most severe form of power outage 

that can occur. There is always total collapse of the entire system and this could be difficult to restore. 

 Brownout: this refers to the drop in the supply voltage level. This drop in the voltage level can 

result poor performance of equipment or can lead to an incorrect operation.   

 

 

Figure 3(a) Transient blackout                               3(b) Total blackout 

 

3.1 Records of blackout around the world [20]  

This review paper takes a critical look at the series of power blackout that happened around the world in the last 

two decades and analyzing the root causes that led to these events. 
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3.1.1 India and Indonesia blackout (2002)  

The India blackout occurred as result of planned power outage in other to carried out maintenance, this outage 

caused a massive increase in load due to some unforeseen circumstances. Thereby causing declined in frequency 

leading to the tripped generation due to under frequency. Indonesian of March 12, blackout occurred in the cities 

of Sumatra and Lampung, the incident affected 13 million people. The cause of the incident is due to cascaded 

system failure.[21][2] 

3.1.2 Northeastern USA and Canada blackouts of (2003) 

The incident affected 45 million people across the region and also 10 million people across Canada, the blackout 

occurred in a hot day due to power lines are hit up by high current it led to line sag. There was a power outage on 

the system in Eastlake, ohio, it put high pressure on the lines in Walton hills a suburb of Cleveland the lines came 

into contact with grown trees and eventually tipped and transfer the load to the other lines. Very unfortunately, 

the load was too much for the other lines to bear which affected the entire system and led to collapse. This affected 

508 generators across the 264 power plants. New York system operator was carrying a capacity load of 28,700mw 

dropped to 5,716mw leading to a significant blackout in the regions also, on September 28, there was power 

failure that affected all of Italy except Sardana affecting about 56 million people[20] 

3.1.3 Italian blackout of (2003) 

There was tripping on the major tie line between Italy and Switzerland due to a tree flashover on the transmission 

lines. This lead to significant blackouts across the regions[22].The breaker that controls the system refuse to re-

close and there was a large phase angle difference due heavy flow of power into Italy  however, the connection 

was not restored immediately. The parallel path of the line was overloaded. Therefore, power was not adequately 
and quickly redistributed. A second 380-kV line at the border of (Italy – Switzerland) tripped, this was due to 

trees contact. consequently, there was a fall of frequency in Italy and the system began to fall. The frequency fall 

was not adequately controlled to stop the generation from tripping because of under frequency. however, the 

Italian system was down for several minutes, this led to national blackout and this was one of the worst blackout 

in history leaving the nation with the shortage of 6400MW of power[23].  

Greece blackout (2004); The two power plants at Larvie and Megalopolis simultaneously shut down at an interval 

of 12 hours. The collapse occurred due to high demand of power during the heat period, this led to the system 

overstress and eventually broke down. It affected millions of people in southern Greece[21][24]  

Athens’s blackout of (2004); The causes of the blackout was due to poor maintenance and technical issues on the 

transformers and several capacitor banks. There was great voltage instability due to long distances between 

generation and load without producing adequate reactive power support. also,  there was load shedding with a 

long delay (manual disconnection), and therefore the value of power that was shed was not enough to stop the 

voltage decline/drop[25][26][27]. 

3.1.4  Indonesia, USA, and Russia blackouts of (2005) 

There was a significant failure on the transmission lines at chiliagon Sagulin in Wast java 18 August, there was a 

shortfall of 2,700mw. This affected 100million people across the regions. The cities of Louisiana, Mississippi, 

Alabama, Florida, and others in the United States of America suffered a significant blackout across the regions 

on August 25th. This was due to catrina hurricane storm, about 3.9 million people were affected. Also, in Russia 

August 3 had significant blackout due to cascaded failure transformer, this affected 2 million people across the 

region[3][2]  

3.1.5 Europe, Canada, Columbia and Pakistan blackouts of (2006) 

At the region of Laurentia, there was significant blackout that left not less than 146,000 people without electricity. 

Also, in southern Quebec and Montreal about 450,000 people were affected. This was due to thunderstorms and 

tornadoes which affected the entire system. Also in Germany, France, Belgium, Italy, Spain and Portugal over 

15million people were affected due to cascaded breakdown. which as a result more than 100 trains delayed for 

hours in Germany in alone[28]. Also in Columbia, the blackout happened because of Hanukkah windstorm 

causing widespread damage to the power grid. Washington and into parts of Oregon and Idaho. The blackout in 

the affected area lasted longer than a week. Pakistan blackout event occurred because of signal instability due to 

insufficient system damping and a voltage instability due to inadequate reactive support. The 500kV transmission 

lines prior to the disturbance were fully loaded close to their stability limits as the other parallel 500 kV line was 

on maintenance[3].[15][18] 
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3.1.6 Australia and Columbia blackouts (2007) 

In March 24 there was a significant power cut that affected 200,000 people in the states of Victoria. The root 

cause was bush fire which drastically affected the system this leads to the tripping of the dual 345kV power 

network. Lesson learnt from this blackout is that proper spacing must be provided between utility lines and 

residential side[21]. 

3.1.7 China and USA blackouts (2008) 

The blackout occurred as a result of heavy storms and snow which lead to the breaking down multiple 500kV 

lines, causing shortage in generation capacity, resulting in grid separation causing multiple blackouts and power 

outages. In September 13, 2 million people experience blackout in the cities of Hurricane Ike and Galveston. this 

was due to winter snow fall that affected the transmission lines. Also, in Massachusetts and new Hampshere ice 

storm hits the entire system, affecting one million people. There was a significant blackout in the entire island of 

Oahu, Hawaii for 12hours, where President Barrack Obama was vacating with his family. The cause was lightning 

strike on the power lines which affected the entire system.  

Brazil and Paraguay blackout (2009); in November 10, 20 there was a significant blackout due to failures on the 

transmission lines from Itaipu dam, the major cause was due to thunder storm on the transmission lines[24][11].  

3.1.8 Chile and USA blackout (2010) 

The significant power outage affected about 1million people around the region. the root cause was a fault in one 

of the major transformers in the southern region. The power was restored the following day. There was another 

blackout in southern Michigan this affected 76,000 people around the region, the cause was a result of heavy 

storm. Also on July 15, 250,000 were affected because of severe storm that swept through the area. Mexico 

blackout (2011); there was a significant blackout black out that that affected 2 million people, the incident lasted 
for 12 hours. The major cause was transmission line overload.  

3.1.9 Chile, India, and USA blackout (2012) 

In Chile, the blackout incident affected about 9 million people, and it lasted for two over hours. The root cause 

was a failure on one of the major transformers. In USA snowstorm affected over two million people in six cities. 

Some parts of this cities stayed for about eleven days without electricity. The root cause was rainstorm.  

In July 2012, There was increase in demand of electricity  in the northern state of Uttar Pradesh city of India,  

however, trouble spread in the chain reaction, causing blackout affecting 300million people. Any again another 

blackout occurred affected more than half of the population. The cause of the blackout due to decrease in the 

volume of rainfall for hydroelectric power the supply output was reduced and there was an increase in demand 

for electricity to pump water for agricultural irrigation purposes. This is one of the factors that contributed to the 

grid troubles which grew and degenerated to the blackout[14]. Turkey blackout (2013); There was a major 

blackout in turkey September 24, this affected several cities, 154kv of interconnected power transmission grid 

was drastically affected leaving 1.5 million people without electricity. The main cause was the failure in the 

substation of Ahmedabad[2][29] 

3.1.10 Bangladesh blackout (2014) 

On November 1, 2014, there was a significant blackout that affected the region due to the outage of HVDC station 

during the incident, about 150 million people were affected. some generators were under maintenance and the 

spinning reserve did act. In this event the actual load shedding amount is very small. For example, when frequency 

drops to 48.9Hz, the shedding load is 69MW but unfortunately only 25MW that dropped. This process went on 

for about 5 times and eventually caused the blackout. The blackout lasted for 24 hours[28] 

3.1.11 Ukraine blackout (2015) 

On December 23, there was a significant blackout in Ukraine, this incident affected 230 million people and it 

lasted for 6 hours, also on 21 November there was also a blackout that last for 6 hours, and 1.2 million people 

were affected, this was due to the system failure. Kenya blackout (2016); the blackout on June 7, affected Kenya 

where significant number of people were affected up to 10 million, the cause due animal activities that shorted 

one of the major transformers in the generating plants. The blackout lasted for 4 hours 

USA blackout (2017); On march 1 there was a major cascading failure that affected 21 million people across the 

region, this was due to failure on the transmission system. The incident lasted for 11 hours.  

Sudan blackout (2018); This significant event occurred on January 10, it lasted for 24 hours affecting 41.5 million 

people. The root cause was due to cascading failure[2]. Venezuela blackout (2019); There was a significant series 

of concurrent blackout that affected the region, the first one occurred on 14 March, the second outage started on 
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25 march and the last one occurred on 22 July. The cause of the blackout was due to failure Guri dam generating 

plant, this affected 32million people across the region.[3][28][30] 

Indonesia, USA blackout (2020); There was power outage on January 9, in Indonesia, leaving about 6.8 million 

people without power. This was due to thunderstorm. on April 14, tornado storm affected 9.3 million people 

across the region. On August 5 hurricane storm swept through the region affecting 9.3 million people and 1.9 

million people were affected in New York.  

Pakistan blackout (2021) The incident struck the region on January 9, this was due to frequency drop in the power 

station affecting around 200 million people in the entire region. On 21 may, peak wind affected Canada regions, 

about 1.1million people were affected. The regions of Ontario and Quebec spent one week in total darkness.[8] 

Bangladesh blackout (2022) 

On October 4th, severe power blackout hit Bangladesh the incident affected about 80% of the population and the 

blackout lasted for 7 hours. The main cause of the incident is identified as closure several generating power plants 

due to shortage gas supply. This closure mounts pressure on the remaining operating plants to supply beyond 

individual capacity. 

 

 

3.2 USA Severity Index 

In this part, series of blackout event that occurred in different part of USA and their level of severities were taken 

into consideration because of the availability of data. the record of the events is given in the figure below. 

According to the report , California   is the highest  followed by Indiana, New York, Michigan, Ohio, 

Pennsylvania, North California, Virginia and Washington[2]
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Figure 3. USA States severity indication chart 

Table 4. Summary of significant blackout around the world[3],[2] [31][18] 
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Blackout Events in different USA states

Indiana Washington Virginia North Carolina Pennsylvania

Michigan Ohio New york Texas California

Country Date Affected 

people  

Duration 

(hr) 

      Causes 

Indonesia                                12 March, 2002 13 million 9 Transmission line trip 

USA  14 August, 2003 45 million 7 Transmission line trip 

Canada  14 August, 2003 10 million 24 Transmission line trip 

Greece  12 July, 2004 2 million 12 Overload 

Indonesia  18 August 2005 100 million 10 Over voltage 

USA  29 August, 2005 3.9 million                                                   4 Transmission line trip 

Russia  25 May, 2005 2 million 16 Overload 

Europe  4 November, 2006 15 million 2 Over voltage 

Australia                     16 January, 2007 200,000                                            4 Bush fire 

USA                             13 September, 2008 2 million 12 Lightning Strike 

Brazil 10 November, 2009 80 million 7 Thunder strike 

Chile                                       14 March, 2010 15 million 24 Transmission line trip 

Mexico                                       8 September, 2011 2 million 12 Overload 

India 30 July, 2012 620 million 16 Overload 

USA                                           29 June, 2012 3.8 million 6 Rain storm 

Philippines 6 August, 2013 8 million 12 Voltage collapse 

Bangladesh           1 November, 2014 150 million 24 Over voltage 

Ukraine 23 December, 2015 230 million 6 Cyber Attack 

Pakistan                         26 January, 2015 140 million 2 Generator failure 

Kenya 7 June, 2016 10 million 4 Animals Activities 

USA                                 1 March, 2017 21 million 11 Transmission line trip 

Sudan                               10 January, 2018 41 million 24 Generator failure 

Venezuela 7 March, 2019 32 million 24 Hydroelectric plant failure 

USA                                     12 April, 2020 9.3 million 10 Hurricane 

Pakistan                  9 January, 2021 200 million 20 Frequency drop 

Bangladesh 4 October 2022 140 million 7 Transmission line failure 
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Summary: Table 4 above summarizes the significant classification of blackout, the causes around the globe that 

took place between 2002-2022, in addition the blackout durations within the period, from the table India has the 

most affected people with 620 million in 2012 that were hit by the incident. Most of the causes emanated from 

transmission lines failure. 

Conclusion: From the review of this paper, it has been established that there were two major significant blackouts 

that occurred in India 2012 and Pakistan 2021 respectively, these had serious impacts on the regions. It is therefore 

very important to use this review as an indicator to curb the incidents to the barest minimum. Based on this paper, 

there has been great losses of lives and properties due to significant black out, the ability to maintain the system 

at steady state is also important to reduce the impacts. For instant, in Canada 2022, the blackout lasted for 1176hrs 

affecting over one million People. The lessons obtain from this review based on the classification and the root 

causes of the of the incident should be used to improve on the power system around the globe. Consequently, to 

maintain high reliability in the system, there is need to abide with the various regulations guiding the operations 

of the system. The regulatory bodies must take responsibility to ensure that this is adequately implemented. 
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